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Notice
Second Transfer Drive of PGTs
Dated 15.11.2016

No: 16/172-2016-PGT-II(1)

With the conclusion of the General Transfer Drive of PGTs on
06.08.2016, the department has received many grievances from the affected
teachers on the Sugam Sampark Portal. A majority of these grievances have
been examined and suitably decided. Yet there are some grievances which
can be redressed only through a limited digital trial through the web based
application software. Accordingly, it has been decided to launch the second
drive of PGT transfers. For this purpose, it has been presumed that all
teachers who filed Sugam Sampark grievances, if not redressed, would want
to participate in the second drive. But this is a reasonable presumption
only. Still, there may be some teachers who may be feeling settled with their
present posting therefore may not like to participate in the coming transfer
drive, even though they had filed Sugam Sampark grievance. To finally and
exactly assess the real number of participants from above teachers it has to
be directly known from them.
Therefore, the teachers who figure in the list attached as Annexure-`A'
are advised to submit their view through a fresh Sugam Sampark entry by
selecting Nature of Request as "Refusal to participate in

2nd

drive" and

expressing their exact view in the Request Details in the following specific
language:
"I do not want to participate in the 2nd drive of
PGTs and my earlier Sugam Sampark ticket
ff

number was

The Last date for submissions which was earlier fixed for
14.11.2016 has been reset for 16.11.2016.
6-1,4 b
Virender Singh, HCS
Additional Director Administration

All PGTs concerned.
All District Education Officers.
Internal distribution:
Sr. PS/ACSSE, PA/DSE
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